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568 - HALLIE BENTON
When the game is deception, nothing is as it seems in this novel of cunning psychological suspense by the #1 Amazon Charts bestselling author of I'll Never Tell. Do you want to play a game?
Twelve years ago Jessica Williams escaped a cult. Thanks to the private detective who rescued her,
she reintegrated into society, endured an uncomfortable notoriety, and tried to put it all behind
her. Then, at an airport bar, Jessica meets a woman with an identical name and birth date. It appears to be just an odd coincidence--until a week later, when Jessica ﬁnds her bank account
drained and her personal information stolen. Following a trail of the grifter's victims, each with the
same name, Jessica gathers players--one by one--for her own game. According to her plan, they'll
set a trap and wait for the impostor to strike again. But plans can go awry, and trust can fray, and
as Jessica tries to escape the shadows of her childhood, the risks are greater than she imagined.
Now, confronting the casualties of her past, Jessica can't help but wonder... Who will pay the price?
“I had Jake Basson’s baby. He left to chase his dream. Now he’s back, demanding a second chance
he doesn’t deserve.” A STANDALONE, SECOND-CHANCE ROMANCE If a man tells you he's no good
for you, best heed the warning. I learned the hard way. I had Jake Basson's baby. He left to chase
his dream. Now he's back, demanding a second chance, but why should I give him anything after
four years of nothing? No correspondence, no news. I ﬁnally have my life back on track. Jake has
never been uncomplicated. He never follows the rules. I should've known he'd play dirty in his ﬁght
to win me back. He caught me once. I'm not going to let him catch me twice. Note: This story contains cheating. HEA guaranteed.
Twenty-year-old Lauren Miller is a devoted sister, a rebellious daughter, and an outgoing student.
Life has made her hard, forced her to create a thick wall around her. A perfect way to keep everyone at bay while it hides the broken pieces inside. One party. One fatal disaster. And Lauren's wall
threatens to crumble to the ground. The maﬁa is out to get her. The urge to run has never been
stronger. But this time, she's got one huge problem. He is six feet two inches of handsomeness,
has a moody temperament and an overbearing attitude, and goes by the name Liam Ressler. The
guy is on a mission. And the fact is, he never fails.
It was supposed to be a straightforward business agreement… Businessman and COO Dominic Balaska almost has it all, except $20 million to get in on a lucrative real estate deal. His trust fund document requires him to be married by his 31st birthday. In six months. With no romantic prospects
in sight, he looks toward Tabitha Seils. She’s made it clear she doesn’t like him, which is exactly
the no-strings deal he’s looking for. Custom pastry chef Tabitha Seils wants nothing more in life
than a baby. So when a new mother considers Tabitha to adopt her infant, Tabitha nearly bursts
with happiness. She makes the ﬁrst of three payments but needs to ﬁnd a way to pay the rest. Marrying Dominic is a win-win: they can access his trust, divvy up the money, and get an annulment.
Neither expected their marriage of convenience would bring about real feelings. Nor the twist in
store for their arrangement that could cost them everything.
From the bestselling author of "Killing Me Softly" and "Beneath the Skin" comes a stunning new
novel of psychological suspense.
Jake claims to be the fastest mouse in the world, and doesn't think any animal can ever catch him.
Clever Old Tom Cat will just have to see about that!
The biggest risks yield the greatest gains–especially in the game of love. Emily Wolfe, real estate
agent to the elite, is tired of being alone. So when she gets a chance to compete on a reality dating show she decides to risk it all for love in the biggest game of her life. The city girl is surprised
how much she enjoys switching her high heels for cowboy boots and pedicures for mud treatments–and not the kind you ﬁnd at a day spa. And she's falling hard for Wil Parker, the sexy, rugged
farmer at the centre of the show. Amidst the chaos, tantrums and editing tape, the heat and passion between Emily and Wil reaches boiling point. But can they survive the imminent explosion, let
alone the fallout?
***Winner of Peters Book of the Year 2015 and the Leeds Book Award.*** Grace's fun-loving Mum

has found a lump. Her north London world of sleepovers, tap dancing and playing the clarinet fall
apart when she is sent to live with her grumpy old granddad on his farm in Yorkshire while her
mother goes into hospital to get better. Grace misses her mother so much it hurts, and doesn't
quite understand what is happening to her. And things go from bad to worse when she starts
school and becomes the bullies' latest target. But Grace is no longer alone when she meets Rainbow Girl Megan and her pig, Claude - when she's with them she feels as if she can confront anything. At Easter time when Grace misses her mum the most, she knows she must ﬁnd a way to get
to London. With Megan's help, she hatches a plan to run away that involves Claude, chocolate Easter eggs and a risky ID swap. But it's all worth it if it means that she ﬁnally gets to see her mum ...
A gorgeous story of courage and friendship that will tug at your heart strings. 'A touching, beautifully imagined debut about a young girl coping with her mother's cancer and her grandfather's stubbornness. It's atmosphere reminds me of the central relationship in Goodnight Mr Tom.' Amanda
Craig 'At times, desperately moving, and others riotously fun, this is a special book that is destined
to charm readers old and young.' We Love This Book 'This is a lovely tale of friendship, tenacity
and family secrets.' The Bookseller
From the author of A Room Full of Chocolate comes a heartwarming story about identity and
courage, and a tremendous young girl who cares for her alcoholic mother. For fans of Jacqueline
Wilson and Sarah Lean. Nell Hobson lives with a tortoise called Bob Marley, guinea pigs Asbo and
Chaos, goldﬁsh Beyoncé and Destiny, gerbils Fizz and Tyrone, Aunty Lou the Hamster ... and her
mum, who drinks too much. Nell does everything she can to be a good daughter so that her mum
will stop. But when things get really hard, Nell stands on her head. Everything looks better upside
down, don't you know? Nell wishes she knew her dad was. When new teacher Mr Samuels makes
history come alive and tells the class the story of Nell Gwynn, the Orange Girl who became one of
the ﬁrst actresses on the London stage, Nell is captivated and is determined to dress up as an
Orange Girl for the Costume Parade. She hatches a plan with her best friend Michael: a way to
make her dad step forward and claim her. Will she succeed? A charming middle grade story with a
strong, positive message that celebrates community and friendship.
The bodies of three missing women are found in Lobster Cove. Sheriﬀ Lynn Lawton has no leads,
and not enough staﬀ to handle the investigation. When help arrives in the form of FBI Special
Agent Jake Mackenzie, more than Lynn's job is at stake. Jake never understood what happened between himself and Lynn ﬁfteen years ago. To him, it was more than a summer romance. He loved
her deeply, but she let him go to pursue his dream career in law enforcement. Now he's returned
to sell his family's vacation home and cut his ties to Lobster Cove for good. Will Lynn be able to
keep him from learning the secret she's hidden from an entire town, or will Jake unwittingly leave
her and their love behind a second time?
Escorting an English Heiress should be no trouble for an experienced man of the world…or so he
thought. Miss Eleanor Craven is much more than she appears. The daughter of a world traveller,
she’s conﬁdent and rebellious –and refuses to be chaperoned. No self-respecting adventurer has a
chaperone! The man her aunt has sent as escort would only hinder Eleanor with his strong
opinions and tall, dark good looks…and his muscular body that has Eleanor thinking more about
sensual trysts than exciting travels. So she must give him the slip—but perhaps one night in his
arms wouldn’t hurt before she disappears. Peter Rivers loves his work in the California vineyard he
manages. So when he’s asked to escort the family’s niece on her journey he agrees without hesitation, positive he can resist the ﬁery attraction he feels whenever she’s around. After all, Eleanor
may be fearless, but she’s also an innocent in all ways, and he won’t betray the trust of his employers or ruin their good name—not when his past tarnished his reputation beyond repair. No, somehow he’ll have to avoid temptation. Little does he know Eleanor is hell-bent on seduction.
NOT AVAILABLE SEPARATELY
Arizona Territory, 1882 Maggie Bullock's father needed expensive medical care and if that meant
stealing from their friendly swindling banker, so be it. Once her father was on the path to recovery

she would face the consequences. The whole thing was surprisingly easy until she's kidnapped by
bounty hunter Dean Collier. Collier is tired of tracking down worthless scum. He's afraid he'll lose
his last scrap of humanity and become a stone-cold killer, just like the men he brings to justice. He
jumps at the chance to become sheriﬀ of Fresh Springs, Arizona. The one condition—capture Maggie. He ﬁgured it'd be easy. Until beautiful, loyal Maggie breaks through defenses he'd thought cemented. His feelings for her run the range from fury to confusion to love, but if he doesn't bring her
in someone else will. Can there be a future between a sheriﬀ and a fugitive? 77,000 words
Maxwell Sauvage was born into a life of privilege…and boredom. As a “security consultant” to the
powerful, he enjoys pitting his wits against the most intricate of security systems for business and
pleasure. Anya Swift is a woman with high-class tastes and a high-octane need for adventure. As
an operative for International Art and Antiquities Recovery she stays just on the “right” side of the
law, while satisfying her desire for the ﬁner things and her thirst for adventure. When a high tech
camera catches Anya taking The Fortunate Buddha from the French Ambassador’s vault, Max is eager to help the provocative thief for his own reasons, not the least of which being that he set the
camera. But after one stunning night of passion, Anya disappears. Now Max must ﬁnd Anya before
the Ambassador’s men and claim the thief for his own, but they are running against a clock, danger and deception.
Delightful children's picture storybooks in premium silver format! Each classic picture book is stunningly presented in hardcover with a silver foil highlight on the spine, rounded corners and a special
place-holder ribbon. Children will love to explore the enchanting tales from award-winning authors,
and parents will love the great value price!
Detective D. D. Warren has four days to stop a killer in this “shocking…‘must read’”* from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner—one of Library Journal's Best Thrillers of the Year. Charlene Grant believes she is going to die. For the past few years, her childhood friends have been
murdered one by one. Same day. Same time. Now she’s the last of her friends alive, and she’s
counting down the ﬁnal four days of her life until January 21st. Charlene doesn’t plan on going
down without a ﬁght. She has taken up boxing, shooting, and running. She also wants Boston’s top
homicide detective, D. D. Warren, to handle the investigation. But as D. D. delves deeper into the
case, she starts to question the woman’s story. Instinct tells her that Charlene may not be in any
danger at all. If that’s true, the woman must have a secret—one so terrifying that it alone could be
the greatest threat of all. *Associated Press
It Was Not The Getaway She'd Planned Emily Musgrave ﬂed Spain with her young nephew, running
from the boy's possessive uncle—business tycoon Alex Gomez. Help came from a heroic
stranger—Sandy "call me Mac" MacPherson—who claimed devastating kisses as his reward and refused to leave her side as she crossed Europe searching for refuge. It was as if they were characters embroiled in the plot of one of Mac's bestselling spy novels. Mac was their savior, and yet Emily instinctively felt he was the wrong man in the wrong place at the wrong time. Something simply
didn't ring true about Mac. Except, of course, the way that he kissed….
"Thirty Years a Slave" gives a glimpse the pitiable conditions of slaves, their inhuman treatment by
their owners, the politics of slave markets and their complex relationships with the white population. In this book the author Louis Hughes dwells upon the intimate aspects of his own life like the
painful separation with his mother and his marriage, his personal tragedies and his attempts of running away from the bondage of slavery. "Narrative of the Life of J.D. Green, A Runaway Slave" is
another remarkable autobiography by Jacob D. Green which dwells on his three prominent attempts to escape in 1839, 1846, and 1848 and his perseverance in the face of failures. Louis Hughes was born on a Virginian Plantation to a mixed race parents with a Black slave mother and sold in
Richmond slave market in 1844. While still in slavery he learnt about medicines from his master
and helped his fellow slaves. After emancipation Hughes became a successful businessman in Wisconsin and wrote his autobiography. Jacob D. Green was born into slavery with 113 other slaves on
a plantation in Kentucky with only his mother as family. Green did many "awful" things like seeking
a murderous revenge from a man who thrashed him and making daring choices that would eventu-
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ally lead to his freedom.
It's no fun being a small ﬁsh who can't swim like the other ﬁsh. When Terence tries to impress Dad
with his swimming, things don't go according to plan. Luckily, Dad knows exactly what to do and,
before long, Terence undergoes an amazing change! Come and enjoy this ﬁn-tastic story about a
little ﬁsh with big ideas.
The uproarious, bestselling true story of the world's most sought-after con man, immortalized by
Leonardo DiCaprio in DreamWorks' feature ﬁlm of the same name, from the author of Scam Me If
You Can. Frank W. Abagnale, alias Frank Williams, Robert Conrad, Frank Adams, and Robert Monjo,
was one of the most daring con men, forgers, imposters, and escape artists in history. In his brief
but notorious criminal career, Abagnale donned a pilot's uniform and copiloted a Pan Am jet, masqueraded as the supervising resident of a hospital, practiced law without a license, passed himself
oﬀ as a college sociology professor, and cashed over $2.5 million in forged checks, all before he
was twenty-one. Known by the police of twenty-six foreign countries and all ﬁfty states as "The Skywayman," Abagnale lived a sumptuous life on the lam—until the law caught up with him. Now recognized as the nation's leading authority on ﬁnancial foul play, Abagnale is a charming rogue
whose hilarious, stranger-than-ﬁction international escapades, and ingenious escapes-including
one from an airplane-make Catch Me If You Can an irresistible tale of deceit.
WARNING: reading Catch Me If You Cannes may result in embarrassing outbursts of belly-aching
laughter on public transport. Romantic, funny and full of Cannes Film Festival magic, it's perfect for
fans of Giovanna Fletcher, Paige Toon and Mhairi McFarlane. Jess has decided it's time to get out of
her comfort zone and live a little. So when her best friend Bryony, a journalist on a gossip magazine, is sent to cover the Cannes Film Festival, Jess decides to seize the day and go along for the
ride. Two weeks of sun, glamour and exclusive entry into celeb-ﬁlled parties is just the kind of adventure Jess needs. Reality soon bites though when Jess and Bryony ﬁnd they're staying in a dingy
hotel far away from all the action and Bryony's expenses budget barely covers a glass of local
wine. Undeterred, the two women are determined to live like the elite and enjoy one fancy night
out to begin their holiday. So what if they have to tell a few white lies along the way? It's just this
once. No harm done . . . right? Full of hilarious one-liners, sparkling blue seas and plenty of romantic moments, Catch Me If You Cannes is the story of two friends, a few white lies and one very
sticky situation . . .
Join Little Lion on a bouncy pouncing adventure on the savannah. What will happen when the
mischievous lion cub tries to catch a grasshopper, chameleon, rabbit -- or even a rhinoceros?
A little dinosaur is not afraid of the biggest dinosaur of them all for a very special reason.
Lists key concepts, actions, and responses for helping children overcome problems, feel loved and
respected, and boost their self conﬁdence
A moving novel about learning to ﬁnd happiness in the face of uncertainty and discovering a love
that transcends the boundary between life and death. Seventeen-year-old Alex Byrd is about to
have the worst day of her life, and the best. A routine blood test that will reveal her leukaemia has
returned, but she also meets Jamie Orange. Some people believe in love at ﬁrst sight, and some
don’t. I believe in love in four days. I believe in falling. Both teenagers have big dreams, but also
big obstacles to overcome. ‘Promise me you won’t try to die,’ I said. ‘Ever.’ ‘Promise me you won’t
either,’ he countered. ‘It’s not really something I can control.’
A child and adult, a cat and dog, a bee and bug, and squirrels play the familiar game of catch me if
you can.
When it comes to searching for "The One," seasoned matchmaker Leora Hoﬀman cautions against
feverishly aspiring to Hollywood's depiction of instant chemistry, courtship, and deep, abiding love.
In fact, she has witnessed some of the best, most fulﬁlling relationships work out after an initial period of uncertainty. For more than thirty years, Hoﬀman's sole intention has been to help others
ﬁnd love. Boundaries between her personal and professional life, however, made it seemingly
more diﬃcult for her to meet "The One." In this heartfelt testimony, she shares not only her personal journey but also stories of clients she successfully matched, tried to match, and coached along
the way. Hoﬀman's comprehensive, sometimes counterintuitive approach to matchmaking has
lead to some truly remarkable success stories. Discover how to break free from destructive relationship patterns as she reveals some very personal yet universal struggles all couples face when
navigating life's challenges and turns twenty-ﬁrst century dating on its head. Hoﬀman's infectious
bravado will have you laughing, crying, and coming back for more.
From the author of A Room Full of Chocolate comes a heartwarming story about identity and
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courage, and a tremendous young girl who cares for her alcoholic mother. For fans of Jacqueline
Wilson and Sarah Lean. Nell Hobs lives with a tortoise called Bob Marley, guinea pigs Asbo and
Chaos, goldﬁsh Beyoncé and Destiny, gerbils Fizz and Tyrone, Aunty Lou the Hamster ... and her
mum, who drinks too much. Nell does everything she can to be a good daughter so that her mum
will stop. But when things get really hard, Nell stands on her head. Everything looks better upside
down, don't you know? Nell wishes she knew who her dad was. When new teacher Mr Samuels
makes history come alive and tells the class the story of Nell Gwynn, the Orange Girl who became
one of the ﬁrst actresses on the London stage, Nell is captivated and is determined to dress up as
an Orange Girl for the Costume Parade. She hatches a plan with her best friend Michael: a way to
make her dad step forward and claim her. Will she succeed? A charming middle grade story with a
strong, positive message that celebrates community and friendship.
Set in Wisconsin during the Great Depression, this is a tale of Emma, a gutsy twelve-year-old girl,
and her quest to learn the identity of her father who may be Filippo the Flying Wonder at the visiting circus.
Two ex-best friends. Fifteen painful years apart. One hell of a heart-pounding reunion. Cole Jasper
Fox was my ﬁrst friend, my ﬁrst fantasy, and my ﬁrst heartbreak. When I confessed my crush at
seventeen and he pulled away, I got scared and left town without saying goodbye. Fifteen years later, we're both back in Sugar Hills, and all I want is closure. But when he proposes a ﬂashback tour
through our friendship, all my feelings come ﬂooding back. When our reunion leads to romance, is
the fall worth the pain of losing Jasper again? Jasper By the time I realized I'm not so straight, Cole
was gone, and I was confused and alone. Now I'm back home, between jobs, and looking for a second chance. I need Cole to know he was never just my best friend. The closer we get, the less I
want to be without him, even knowing I'll eventually be leaving town again for my dream job.
Maybe it's my turn to put my heart on the line so I can prove to Cole my feelings are real. I didn't
know how to catch him when we were kids, but I'm ﬁnally ready for one last fall. Catch Me If I Fall
is a best-friends-to-strangers-to-lovers, second chance, gay romance that also features meddling
friends, a curious library cat, and a ﬂuﬀy fall small town Canadian setting. It's low angst, swoony,
steamy, and packed with tons of early 2000s nostalgia.
Cats and dogs rule—and wreak humorous havoc—in this innovative picture book that reads from
front to back and back to front! In this action-packed follow-up to Find Me: A Hide-and-Seek Book,
readers will delight in tracking a sly cat, Big Meow, and an elusive dog, Little Woof, through 11 richly detailed scenes populated with dogs, cats, and other cute creatures. Finding each protagonist is
made even more fun with vibrant color changes on every page. Open the book from the front to
search for Big Meow, then open the book from the back to turn the tables and catch Little Woof.
It's two seek-and-ﬁnd experiences in one book!
"Celebrated traveler and photographer Jessica Nabongo-the ﬁrst documented Black woman to visit
all 195 countries in the world-shares her journey around the globe with fascinating stories of adventure, culture, travel musts, and human connections"-Are you at risk of being scammed? Former con artist and bestselling author of Catch Me If You Can
Frank Abagnale shows you how to stop scammers in their tracks. Maybe you're wondering how to
make the scam phone calls stop. Perhaps someone has stolen your credit card number. Or you've
been a victim of identity theft. Even if you haven't yet been the target of a crime, con artists are always out there, waiting for the right moment to steal your information, your money, and your life.
As one of the world's most respected authorities on the subjects of fraud, forgery, and cyber security, Frank Abagnale knows how scammers work. In Scam Me If You Can, he reveals the latest tricks
that today's scammers, hackers, and con artists use to steal your money and personal information--often online and over the phone. Using plain language and vivid examples, Abagnale reveals
hundreds of tips, including: • The best way to protect your phone from being hacked • The only
time you should ever use a debit card • The one type of photo you should never post on social media • The only conditions under which you should use WiFi networks at the airport • The safest way
to use an ATM With his simple but counterintuitive rules, Abagnale also makes use of his insider intel to paint a picture of cybercrimes that haven't become widespread yet.
Her loyalties will be tested. "[The series is] an absolute joy to read! I laughed out loud. Repeatedly.
Bite Me, Try Me, Fang Me." - @ Books With Bite What's a vampire slayer to do when San Antonio's
vampire leader goes missing and rogue vampires are suddenly on the rise? Find him and bring him
back--no matter what the cost--before the vacuum of power pits vampire against vampire in a
deadly showdown for supremacy . . . with her boyfriend Austin's immortal life at stake. When she
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discovers that her ex, Shade, may have been "accidentally" responsible, Val Shapiro's problems
take on a whole new dimension and her loyalty to everyone in her life will be tested. Parker blue
lives in the wilds of Colorado with her own faithful hellhound, and she's hard at work on the next
Val Shapiro book in the Demon Underground Series.
Life for teenager, O'Shea Greene has never been a walk in the park. Between the constant rapes
and beatings she had to endure from someone close to her and the issues she's having at school;
O'Shea doesn't know if she wants to live or die. Trying to keep the words her grandmother once
spoke to her but as the days go on she has no choice but to believe things won't get better.Meet
ZaCree "Cree" Helms or better known as New Jersey's Finest. Not only is he's handling business in
the street world he got the business world on lock too. When he crosses paths with O'Shea, he notices that she's dealing with a lot and he's not sure if he wants to take on her baggage. They say
three times the charm & and when ZaCree comes to her rescue for the third time he realizes she
just might really need his help. Going against his better judgment and the words of his stepsister,
he decides to step out on a limb and help her.With more lies being told and secrets being revealed
O'Shea is left with her back against the wall & just one burning question. Will you catch me if I fall?
Darius Simpson’s debut collection Never Catch Me centers on Black boyhood in the midwest and familial disintegration over time. Simpson pulls back the curtain, exposing the violence enacted
against and upon, Black bodies, and yet, still, each poem is saturated in revolution and hope. Never Catch Me is the anthem necessary to organize a community that is committed to a better right
now–one that can only be achieved with an intensity and action that goes far beyond the page.
A brainy archeologist is in for the biggest discovery of his life--and his greatest treasure--in a woman who blows the dust oﬀ his libido and unearths his secret desires in this latest novel by the "USA
Today" bestselling author of "Bad Boys Next Exit."
Raja Tiwari is freshly out of jail, and not for stealing hearts and killing with his looks. Audacious,
handsome, and dangerously charming, he is looking for a new job when he meets the suave and
beautiful Silky Sinha. To add the cherry on the cake, she takes him home. Why would a hot girl
take an ex-convict, a stranger home? Did she want something from him? Did she want him? Wouldn’t the story be too simple that way? Enter ex-cop Thakur, unruly and wild. He has a job for Tiwari
which would either make him ﬁlthy rich, or land him behind bars again. His plan leads to a dramatic verdict, unforeseen consequences, and a web of lies and deception. Tiwari always has an angle
to everything, but he would need something more to be a step ahead in this game – assuming his
own allies don’t end up killing him before the police get the chance… The question is: How far is he
willing to go?
IF IT’S TUESDAY, THIS MUST BE SCOTLAND All Tag Morgan wants to do is help settle his father’s estate so he can get back to properly cataloguing his Mayan ruins. So he’s caught quite oﬀ guard to
discover that: A) His father had holdings in Scotland B) The property now belongs to Tag Leaﬁng
through his father’s correspondence with the property’s overseer, one Maura Ramsey, yields even
more surprises. His father’s letters reveal a warmer, kinder man—nothing like the harsh, cold disciplinarian Tag remembers. Surely it has to do with Maura, whose writing is ﬁlled with a dry wit and
an infectious charm that keeps Tag reading all night. By the time the sun rises, Tag knows he’s going to Scotland to ﬁnd this woman who has so thoroughly captivated him . . . Praise for Donna
Kauﬀman “Readers will appreciate the wonderful sense of place, the well-rounded secondary characters and the deep emotion.” —Bookpage, TOP PICK “We all know where there's Donna Kauﬀman,
there's a rollicking, sexy read chock-full of charm and sparkle.” —USAToday.com “Charming characters, emotion galore, a small town—you’re going to love Donna Kauﬀman!” —Lori Foster
A riveting new novel of suspense about a disgraced young journalist caught up in a grifter’s game,
and the trail of identically named victims she uncovers, from the instant bestselling author of I’ll
Never Tell and The Good Liar. Assumed identities. A con game. Unwitting victims. After being ﬁred
from her investigative journalism job for plagiarism, Jessica Williams is looking for a break from the
constant press coverage. She decides to escape for a week to a resort in Mexico boasting no connections to the outside world. While waiting at the airport for her ﬂight, she encounters a woman
with the exact same name, who she dubs Jessica Two. Drawn together by the coincidence, they
play a game of twenty questions to see what other similarities they share, and exchange contact information. A week later, Jessica returns home and discover that large cash withdrawals have been
made from her bank account. Security footage from the bank conﬁrms her suspicions—Jessica Two
has stolen her money. She goes to the police, only to be told that the crime is a low priority. Frustrated, she meets up with a trusted old friend, Liam, who is an investigator. When the two Google
“Jessica Williams,” they get thousands of hits—Jessica was the most popular girl’s name in 1990
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and Williams is almost as ubiquitous as Smith. Convinced that this isn’t the ﬁrst time this scam has
been run, Jessica is determined to catch the imposter, and writes a Facebook post hoping to chase
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down some of Jessica Two’s other victims. When she gets a number of responses, she sets a plan
in motion to catch the thief, encountering a string of identically named victims along the way.
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Then, the threatening messages start arriving. Filled with incredible twists and turns, You Can’t
Catch Me is a tantalizing, character-driven exploration of how far people will go to get revenge.

